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Context

This Public Performance Report marks a
transition for Dumfries and Galloway Fire
and Rescue Authority as we move towards
becoming part of the single Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service. Following the enactment
of the Police and Fire Reform Bill future
planning and performance reporting may
take a very different form.

A tragic home fire death in Gretna ended
eighteen months free from fire fatalities.
False Automatic Fire Alarm Calls continue to
drain our resources and tie up people and
equipment which should be free for genuine
emergency calls, despite the hard work of our
Fire Call Reduction Team. Our new Emergency
Response Standards have given us a much
needed Framework against which to measure
our response, but there is work to be done on
refining the standards we have set ourselves
to fit with practical considerations. We must
continue to apply our Absence Management
Policy fairly, which has brought reductions in
absence across all staff groups over the last
three years.

Introduction

If this is indeed the last report of its kind
for Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service, we hope you will agree that the
Service should be proud of what has been
achieved over the years. Plans have been
fulfilled and the majority of performance
measures show that our activities are
having the desired effect. These results are
made possible by the professionalism and
dedication shown by our staff.

Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service staff are heavily involved at a
national level in influencing and guiding the
Reform process to ensure we benefit from
the changes which must come next year.
We will continue to measure and scrutinise
performance throughout this process and
beyond to ensure that the people of Dumfries
and Galloway get the very best from the
new Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, and this
aim is reflected in the Change Management
Framework which sets our course through the
uncertainties of the next year.

Fire prevention work is reaping dividends. The
numbers of incidents – house and chimney
fires, road traffic collisions, flooding – are
clearly reducing year on year. Work with local
partners and communities to curb anti-social
behaviour shows striking results. We have
taken a lead nationally on specialist service
provision to fit our local risk profile, training
our staff on Flood Response, improving
Incident Command and Large Animal Rescue.
Equipment has been procured to give our
people the tools they need to deal with
incidents quickly, effectively and safely.
Despite the challenging financial climate
the Service continues to use good sense and
lateral thinking to stay within our budgets
without compromising on safety or provision.

Dumfries and Galloway’s Fire and Rescue
Authority and Service are committed first and
foremost to the safety of the people of this
region. This Report demonstrates that we
continue to deliver on our commitment and
that even seismic Organisational change will
not deter us from that purpose.

Some problems persist, however, and the
Service will use these as a focus for future
work regardless of the effects of Reform.

Reform

With the exception of several key issues
where the Scottish Government have
expressly declared an interest, they are clear
that the Reform process should be led by Fire
and Rescue Services themselves. To facilitate
this the Chief Fire Officers Association
(Scotland) has restructured as shown below.
Sitting under the Service Design Board will be
four themed programmes of work. These will
ensure that all essential aspects of Fire and
Rescue business are appropriately considered
to enable a well planned and managed
transition into a single Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service.

On 8 September 2011 the Cabinet Secretary
for Justice announced details of the Scottish
Government’s intention to create a single
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service and Police
Force. The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland)
Bill was laid before Parliament on 16 January
2012 following two Consultations and many
months of sustained, regular engagement
with Police, Fire and Rescue Services, Boards,
Authorities and other interested parties.
The move to create these single Services is
arguably the largest reform of public services
ever undertaken in Scotland and the scale and
complexity of the task to be delivered within
tight timescales cannot be underestimated.

Service Design Board
(8 Chiefs, Co-ordinator and Programme Leads)
Programme Co-ordinator

Prevention and
Protection

Response and
Resilience

Workforce

Business
Support

Community
Engagement

Capability
Development

Human Resources

Finance

Fire Safety
Enforcement

Response
Planning

Learning and
Development

Asset
Management

Fire Investigation

Appliances and
Equipment

Organisational
Development

ICT and Firelink

Service Continuity

Occupational
Safety and Health

Procurement

National Support

Equality and
Diversity

Performance
Management

Control Rooms

Identify and Reduce

IRMP

Legal Services

Response
Retained Duty System
Communications
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Pathfinder
The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Bill
includes a Framework for the delivery of local
scrutiny and engagement arrangements,
which Local Authorities and the new Service
will have to implement when legislation is
enacted. To ensure the transition to these
new arrangements is as smooth as possible,
Scottish Government has established a Local
Scrutiny and Engagement Implementation
Network, or ‘Pathfinder’ Project. Dumfries
and Galloway Council, Police, and the Fire
and Rescue Service have registered as a pilot
group to progress this Project. The three key
elements are:

Context

Planning and Performance

an annual Public Performance Report.
Throughout this year’s Report, you will find
references to the Service Improvement Plan
2011/12, which set our direction and stated
which actions we would pursue to get the
best results for the people we serve. The
Report you are reading is likely to be the last
to be produced in this cycle.

Reform will bring change to all aspects
of our Service. Clearly, planning and
performance are central to the process so
we can expect fundamental changes to
occur here. Dumfries and Galloway Fire
and Rescue Service has ensured that key
personnel are released and empowered
to contribute to these themes. A national
project on Performance Management forms
a key part of the interim Reform Framework.
This will define the structure of our future
planning and performance reporting systems.
As a consequence there is likely to be the
introduction of a national performance
framework for the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service that will integrate with the national
Fire and Rescue Service Framework and the
development of a three year Strategic Plan.
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•

The creation of a strong formal
relationship between the Council and
the Services. For example this could be
through local Committees through which
many more Elected Members would play
a direct and formal role in shaping local
priorities and scrutinising performance.

Dumfries and Galloway is ideally placed to
contribute to the project given our existing
alignment of services. Participation in the
pilot project will maximise our influence on
future arrangements and ensure the best
possible outcome for local service planning
and provision.

The designation of a Local Commander
(Police) and Local Senior Officer (Fire
and Rescue) with significant delegated
authority and devolved resources for each
Local Authority area

Reform requires that we change the way we
plan and report on performance. This year,
to accommodate flexibility and change, the
Service Improvement Plan was replaced by
a Change Management Framework, which
set our direction but ensured that we are
nimble enough to follow where national
developments take us. It is likely that a
different, Interim Performance Report will
be produced to outline progress against this
Framework, but it will not take the form of
the current Public Performance Report. The
new Scottish Fire and Rescue Service will set
its own Planning and Performance reporting
cycle, which is likely to require the production
of local plans and reports to an agreed
template. This should help to establish
effective benchmarking of performance
across Scotland.

Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service has traditionally produced an annual
overarching Service Improvement Plan, which
incorporates an Integrated Risk Management
Plan - this is required of us by the Fire and
Rescue Framework for Scotland. Progress
on this Annual Plan was reported through

The production of a local Policing Plan
and Fire and Rescue Plan for each local
area, prepared by the Local Commander
and Local Senior Officer respectively, and
agreed by the Local Authority: and

Context

•

•
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Strategic Priorities

The Public Performance Report 2011/12
describes in detail the achievements of the
Service over the last year. Our direction of
travel until this point has been set by our
annual Service Improvement Plan. This central
plan springs from our national priorities in
meeting the requirements of the national
Fire Framework (which is currently being
reviewed as part of the Reform process),
from our duties as defined by legislation (as
shown below) and from our commitments
under our local partnership Single Outcome
Agreement (SOA) for Dumfries and Galloway.
In particular, we contribute to Priority 5 of the
SOA, ‘We will maintain the safety and security
of our region’. At the heart of this planning
process lies a thorough assessment of risk, to
ensure that resources are directed to achieve
the best results for the people we serve.
The Service is a Learning Organisation – we
ensure that lessons are learned from mistakes
and from good practice at both a local and
national level.

Our strategic priorities are to:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Our strategic aims, priorities, underpinning
Performance Indicators and actions are
revisited annually through our annual Plan.
Our aims inform our priorities, which in
turn inform and are measured by a suite of
Performance Indicators. The table opposite
demonstrates how the measures you will see
in this Report feed into our overall plans.

•

reduce the number of fires, road traffic
collisions and other incidents and their
economic and social impact
reduce the number of casualties that
result from fire, road traffic collisions and
other incidents

utilise and deploy resources effectively
and efficiently

provide resources to support the reform
of Scotland’s Fire and Rescue Services

Our aims are to:

•

Fire (Additional Functions Order)
2005

•

Civil Contingencies Act 2004

•

Local Government Scotland Act 2003

•

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

•

Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999

•

Equality Act 2010

•

Employment Act 2002

•

Part-time Workers Regulations 2000

support and contribute to the transition
into a single Fire and Rescue Service for
Scotland.
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The number of primary accidental fires

Reduce the number of
casualties that result
from fire, road traffic
collisions and other
incidents

The number of primary deliberate fires
The number of secondary fires
The number of chimney fires
The number of road traffic collisions/other incidents attended
The number of non-fatal casualties resulting from fire
The number of fatal casualties resulting from road traffic
collisions and other incidents
The number of non-fatal casualties resulting from road traffic
collisions and other incidents

The number of false alarms
Utilise and deploy
resources effectively
and efficiently

The percentage of critical incidents where response standards
were met
The percentage of 999 calls answered within 6 seconds
The percentage of emergency calls handled within 2 minutes
The percentage of incidents for which turnout target times were
met

provide sound financial management and
procure and maintain assets that are fit
for purpose and provide value for money

Fire (Scotland) Act 2005

•

Reduce the number
of fires, road traffic
collisions and other
incidents and their
economic and social
impact

The number of incidents attended

The percentage of incidents to which a crew could turn out
The number of rider shifts lost due to sickness per employee
Workforce
Management

Our aims and priorities are shaped by our
legislative duties under:

work in partnership to support the
principles, priorities and ambitions of the
Dumfries and Galloway Single Outcome
Agreement

Performance Indicator

The number of emergency calls received

develop and maintain a safe, competent,
progressive and diverse workforce

•

•

Service
Delivery

proactively manage risks in compliance
with the principles of good corporate
governance and in support of local and
national resilience

Legislation

deliver a high standard of service to
protect and improve the safety of the
people of Dumfries and Galloway and our
staff

Strategic Priority

The number of fatal casualties resulting from fire

minimise the effects of climate change on
people and property

Strategic Aims
•

Function

Develop and maintain
a safe, competent,
progressive and diverse
workforce

The number of rider shifts lost due to light duties per employee
The number of days lost to sickness for other staff per employee
The percentage of uniformed staff who are women
The percentage of staff who are black or minority ethnic
The percentage of staff who have declared a disability

Risk
Management

Resource
Management

Proactively manage
risks in compliance
with the principles
of good corporate
governance and in
support of local and
national resilience

The number of RIDDOR reportable accidents

Provide sound financial
management and
procure and maintain
assets that are fit for
purpose and provide
value for money

Assessment level of building assets

The number of reported on-duty accidents resulting in injury
The number of reported near misses
The number of reports of violence against employees

Procurement capability assessment level
The number of days appliances are unavailable for operational
activity

Minimise the effects
of climate change on
people and property

Reduction in CO2 emissions

Provide resources to
support the reform
of Scotland’s Fire and
Rescue Services

Cost in staff pay, subsistence and travel to support the Reform
process
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Performance

Actions Achieved

The standards of performance set by Dumfries
and Galloway Fire and Rescue Service are
specifically tailored to meet the challenge of
the unique risks we face as a region. Rurality
is a key issue for us, which means that our
Service is designed with one Wholetime
Station, 16 Retained Stations and one
Auxiliary Station. As shown opposite in our
Service Profile, the majority of our staff work
as Retained Firefighters. Agriculture, forestry
and tourism are our region’s key industries,
bringing their own specific risks and shaping
our emergency response. In addition, 26.5%
of our land mass is under forest cover, and
over 4,000 of the 72,421 homes in Dumfries
and Galloway are judged to be at some risk of
flooding. In terms of the community we serve,
we have an ageing demographic which is
expected to increase with time. It is estimated
that a significant proportion of our older
people are dealing with long-term limiting
illness or disability.

29 of the 31 actions committed to under our
Service Improvement Plan 2011/12 have been
achieved. Of the 2 cancelled, 1 was deferred
to form part of our Change Management
Framework 2012/13 (which forms our
core annual Plan for the year), and 1 was
incorporated into another action, which has
now been completed.

Service Profile
Area

6,425 sq km

Population

148,190

Households

72,421

Fire Stations
Cost of the Service (per week)

Performance Indicators
For 22 of the 29 Performance Indicators
measured we met or exceeded our targets.
18 indicators show improvements on last
year, and 23 show sustained improvement
over a five year period. 1 indicator is new,
so it has no history with which it can be
compared. The targets are set, in most cases,
by finding the average for that indicator over
the last five years and deducting 2%. This
mechanism was initially set to inform the
Community Safety Strategy. However, targets
are revisited annually to ensure they remain
relevant and robust.

The Service Improvement Plan is designed to
directly address our risk profile. It outlines the
actions we will undertake to ensure that we
provide the very best service to the people
of Dumfries and Galloway. The actions are
tracked and the Performance Indicators which
underpin our strategic priorities are collated
to give a picture of the effectiveness of our
Service.

Structure of the Public Performance
Report

The Performance Scorecard opposite shows
that this has been a very successful year for
the Service. The Service Improvement Plan
2011/12 has been completed with remaining
actions reassigned, and there is noticeable
and sustained improvement across the
majority of our Performance Indicators. A
short summary is provided here, but full
details of our achievements and how these
mesh together to meet our duties to keep our
community safe are included within each of
the four Functional sections of this Report.

15 Retained only, 1 Auxiliary
per person in D&G: £1.20

Staff

per household in D&G : £2.45

Male

Female

Total

Wholetime (42 hours per week) Firefighters

93

8*

101*

Retained (On Call) Firefighters

188

16

204

Auxiliary (Volunteer) Firefighters

3

1

4

Fire Control Operators

0

15

15

Support staff

7

12

19

291

52

343

Total
* This figure includes two non-operational roles

Performance Scorecard
Service Improvement Plan 2011/12
29

2

0

This Public Performance Report divides the
work of the Service up into four key Functions
as follows:

Actions achieved

1.

Service Delivery (Community Safety and
Emergency Response)

Compared to target

22

2

5

2.

Risk Management

Compared to last year

18

2

9

3.

Workforce Management

Trend over 5 years

23

1

5

4.

Resource Management

Performance Key

The first two pages of each section contain
an overview of the year, a description of
the commitments by that Function under
the Service Improvement Plan 2011/12, and
a record of performance for the relevant
Performance Indicators. This is followed
by wider ranging commentary on activities
and performance over the year which
combines the elements we monitor to give
a more rounded picture of our Service’s
achievements.
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1 Combined Wholetime and Retained,

Performance Indicators

Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years

Action deferred/reassigned
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Service Delivery:
Community Safety

Service Improvement Plan 2011/12
Action

The Service Delivery: Community Safety
Function is concerned with the protection
of people from fire, the prevention of fire
incidents and increasing awareness of safety
in relation to fire, road safety and other types
of incidents such as flooding or chemical
spillages.

Scotland Together:

reduce the number of fires, road traffic
collisions and other incidents and their
economic and social impact

Working Together Group

reduce the number of casualties that
result from fire, road traffic collisions
and other incidents

Intelligence Group

Actions Achieved
All 6 actions committed to under the Service
Improvement Plan 2011/12 were completed
successfully. These centred on progressing
Scotland Together and Scotland’s Road Safety
Framework, ensuring that Dumfries and
Galloway Fire and Rescue Service contributes
substantially to national and local joint
working strategies.

Promoting Community Safety to reduce
incidents and the fatalities and casualties
that result from them is clearly crucial in a
close knit community such as ours. It is also
a statutory duty under the Fire (Scotland)
Act 2005. Plans and activities are further
shaped by our involvement in the national
cross-agency projects of Scotland Together (a
strategy to reduce fire deaths and casualties)
and Scotland’s Road Safety Framework (a
strategy to reduce fatalities and casualties
arising from road traffic collisions). Dumfries
and Galloway’s Single Outcome Agreement
specifically recognises a reduction in road
traffic collision fatalities and casualties as one
of its key actions.

Performance Indicators
The scorecard opposite shows that an
encouraging 7 of the 9 Performance
Indicators met or exceeded their targets. 4
indicators show an improvement on last year,
while all 9 demonstrate an improvement
over five years. This long term trend is to
be welcomed and suggests that community
safety activities are having their intended
effect. Reductions in Accidental Fires,
Chimney Fires, Small Fires (which tend to be
linked to anti-social behaviour), Road Traffic
Collision/Other Incidents and their casualties
are particularly encouraging.

The Service works in partnership locally to
deliver on these strategies and to ensure a
safer Dumfries and Galloway. Projects include:
•

Community Plan

•

Community Safety Partnership

•

Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy

•

Road Safety Partnership

The recommendations within the Scotland
Together Report 2009 were developed
through CFOA(S). The Working Together
Sub Group was led by Dumfries and
Galloway through the Fire Safety Manager.
Several key policies have been produced for
Scotland as a result of this work.

Safer Homes Group

Fatalities for Fire and Road Traffic Collision/
Other Incidents did not meet their targets,
which is disappointing. It should be noted
that 2 of the fatalities for ‘Other’ incidents
involved assisting partner agencies, and
are not results we can directly influence
as a Service. In addition, the target for
Fire Fatalities is always zero therefore any
fatalities have a significant effect on this
Performance Indicator.

The ethos and activities of the Community
Safety Function focus on risk removal
(preventing fire and other hazards from
occurring by changing attitudes and
behaviour of individuals to those risks) and
risk reduction (targeting fire protection
measures at high risk groups and properties).
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Demand Reduction Group
Performance Indicator Results 2011/12
Indicator

Status

Result

Target

Accidental Fires

203

238

Deliberate Fires

63

70

Small Fires

183

288

Chimney Fires

73

132

Fire Fatalities

1

0

Fire Casualties

22

28

Road Traffic Collision/Other Incidents

189

229

Road Traffic Collision/Other Fatalities

9

8

Road Traffic Collision/Other Casualties

139

190

Last Year

5 Years

Performance Key
Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years
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Service Delivery: Community Safety

•

Detail
Two key initiatives – Safe Drive, Stay Alive
and the Hit and Run Theatre performances
– were delivered. These are aimed at senior
secondary school pupils to promote driver
safety and highlight the consequences of
dangerous driving.

Deliver Road Safety Education

Strategic Priorities:
•

Status

Contents
Figure 1: Accidental dwelling fires per
10,000 population

Figure 2: Chimney Fires
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A seasonal press release was issued as
winter began, a radio broadcast was
made highlighting the safety measures
householders should take to avoid fires, and
leaflets were distributed in the late autumn of
2011 to ensure our community had chimney
maintenance in mind before the colder
season began. In Wigtownshire, regeneration
projects are beginning to have a very positive
effect on chimney fire figures. Older housing
with chimneys is being replaced by modern
builds with gas central heating, removing the
risk of chimney fires entirely.

Scottish Average

The wider picture is more encouraging. Fire
fatalities remain a rare occurrence in Dumfries
and Galloway, and recent figures show a
reduction of over 50% in the number of fire
deaths in Scotland over the last ten years.
The Community Safety Function operates a
partnership Community Safety Strategy, which
tackles the prevention of accidental fires at
home and in the wider community, anti-social
behaviour, road traffic collisions and other
incidents such as flooding.

tailored home safety sessions to make sure we
reach the people who can make best use of
the information. There are encouraging signs
that this work, coupled with our distribution
of home fire safety information at local events
and through local partner agencies such as
AgeScotland, is having a positive effect.

Accidental Fires in the Home

Figure 1 shows that, as well as demonstrating
a long term sustained reduction in the
number of dwelling fires, we consistently
outperform the Scottish average.

Preventing fire, and the deaths and injuries
associated with it, is the central aim of the
Community Safety Function. Last year we
made a major contribution to Scotland
Together so that the national aim of reducing
fire deaths could be brought to the fore.

Chimney Fires have been another focus for
action over the last five years. (Figure 2) There
were 73 chimney fires region wide last year
against a target of 132. This exceptional result
can be traced to excellent results for Nithsdale
and Wigtownshire in particular. The mild
winter was clearly a key contributor to this
result. However, ongoing public education
by Community Safety Officers on the careful
maintenance of chimneys may also have been
a factor.

Fire Prevention in the Wider
Community
Fire Safety Audits
Working with local businesses to ensure they
understand their responsibilities is a key focus
for Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service. To ensure that the required standards
of safety are in place, the Service carries out
an annual programme of Fire Safety Audits.
Legislative Fire Safety Audits were carried out
on 143 premises (400 hours of staff time) last
year. 120 of these premises provide sleeping
accommodation, and 65 are Care Homes.
These figures do not include the wider range
of work we undertake to support local
partners and businesses, such as provision of
advice to duty holders and engagement with
other enforcing and Licensing authorities
(such as Licensing and Building Warrant
applications).

However, there is no room for complacency.
While accidental fire incidents and casualties
declined this year, a tragic fire death in Gretna
was our first fire fatality in 18 months. Like
many home fires, this was caused by defects in
electrical goods.

We have provided over 16,000 free Home
Fire Safety Visits since their inception in
2003, installed over 10,000 smoke alarms and
regularly revisit homes and maintain these
smoke alarms for the most vulnerable people
in our community. Home carers and people
with learning disabilities have been given

Our Community Safety Team use initiatives to
provide education and replace old electrical
items such as fire blankets.
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Fire Call Reduction Team

Fire Investigation

False Automatic Fire Alarm calls continue to
consume considerable resources and time for
the Service, as illustrated on page 22 of this
Report. They account for over a third of our
local incidents. This is a national problem.
Across Scotland, these account for just under
half of all incidents attended.

It is important that fire investigations are
carried out for each fire incident. These are
categorised to one of two levels according
to the severity of the fire. Level 1 fires are
relatively small, where the cause is easily
identified by Operational personnel. Level
2 fires are serious fires with loss of life,
substantial damage or those potentially
involving crime which require more complex
knowledge to determine their cause. These
are investigated by specialist Fire Investigating
Officers, together with Police Crime Scene
Examiners and, where necessary, forensic
experts. In 2011/12, 246 Level 1 investigations
and 55 Level 2 investigations took place.

The Community Safety Function’s Fire Call
Reduction Team works with local businesses
and partners to deal with repeated
instances of False Automatic Fire Alarms,
and encourages the adoption of procedures
which reduce the number of attendances by
Operational crews. This year, for example,
their activities included:
•

•

Commercial operations, several of whom
replaced their fire alarm systems as a
result

•

Multi-occupancy buildings in which
residents set off alarms through cooking
or smoking. The Service provides
education and help for residents in these
situations

•

The Muirburn Code

Hospitals and schools, whose alarm
systems are high priority, and for whom
recurrent problems can be difficult to
address. The Service works with partners
to find long term solutions

Dry spells of weather bring a very real risk
of wildfire to our region, which can be
exacerbated by the need for local landowners
to burn off dead vegetation each year. The
Muirburn Code is in place to give landowners
the advice they need to enable them to
minimise the risk of a muirburn fire burning
out of control and spiralling into a major
wildfire incident, like those described on page
22 of this Report.

Domestic fire alarms for vulnerable
individuals who are trying to live
independently. The Service works with
carers and housing associations to make
sure that appropriate alarms are installed
– so, for example, a heat sensitive alarm
may be better than one which detects
smoke.

early stage – and work with mobile phone
providers to shut down the mobile phone
contracts of offenders. Last year there were
4 attacks on Firefighters, details of which are
contained in the Risk Management section of
this document.

Anti-social behaviour is tackled through
the local partnership Anti-Social Behaviour
Strategy, mainly through engagement with
children and young adults. Fostering a
positive image of the emergency services with
children can have a dramatic long-term effect
on anti-social behaviour, as shown by our
performance this year. There are four ways
in which the Service is affected by anti-social
behaviour: through Deliberate and Small
Fires, hoax fire alarm calls and attacks on
Firefighters.

There are a range of initiatives in place to
minimise anti-social behaviour. The Fire
and Rescue Service co-ordinated this year’s
Operation Safety event. 1100 pupils from
17 schools attended this award winning
initiative in September and October of 2011.
Operation Safety has inputs from a wide
range of partner agencies and aims to tackle
vandalism, road safety, fire safety in the
home, internet safety and first aid.

Deliberate and Small Fires decreased over
the last five years. Rates for these fires
for our region are impressively low when
compared to results for the rest of Scotland,
as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Small Fires in
particular fell by 35% compared to last year.
These results can be attributed to the range
of initiatives in place to engage with young
people and alert them to the consequences of
anti-social behaviour. There was a particularly
sharp 46% drop in Small Fires in Nithsdale.
Close working relationships with Community
Wardens and Young People’s Support Services
(YPSS) - which deals with pupils facing
exclusion from school and school leavers may have contributed to this encouraging
result.

The Young Citizens Initiative – which teaches
team building and leadership through fire
and rescue activities, painting murals and
maintaining park shelters amongst other
things – won this year’s Scottish Safer
Communities Partnership Working Award.
This interactive Initiative teaches young
people about citizenship, builds confidence
and heightens awareness of personal
responsibility.
Fire Cadets has been a successful project
for quite some time and continues to build
confidence in young people, but this year saw
the introduction of a hugely popular ‘Junior
Fire Cadets’ event for children between the
ages of 4 and 8. Over 130 children attended
Annan Fire Station over two days for a ‘Pirate
Treasure Hunt’ themed day which taught
them essential safety skills in a fun and
interactive way.

There were 22 hoax calls compared to our
peak figure of 42 in 2006/07. This may be
due to the introduction of ‘Call Challenge’
– a procedure used to try to ascertain if
an emergency call is genuine or not at an

Fig. 3 Deliberate fires per 10,000
population

Fig. 4 Small fires per 10,000 population
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Prevention of Other Incidents

The Service’s Assistant Chief Fire Officer
chairs the Road Safety Partnership. Through
community education projects, directed
mainly at young and inexperienced drivers
who are statistically most at risk, the
partnership aims to make a real difference
to the safety of our local roads. Two key
initiatives are Safe Drive, Stay Alive and
the Hit and Run Theatre presentation.
Both are aimed at senior secondary school
pupils to highlight the risks of driving and
the consequences of a road traffic collision.
Both are delivered through a multi-agency
approach. The Hit and Run Theatre achieved
a ‘Highly Commended’ Award in the Scottish
Policing Awards 2011. The Service also runs a
‘Safe Young Drivers’ course in an attempt to
reach those most at risk of being involved in a
collision.

Road Safety

Service Delivery: Community Safety

The Road Safety Partnership, a multi-agency
group formed in 2009 to address the complex
issues around road safety in a rural area such
as ours, launched the Road Safety Plan 201114 for Dumfries and Galloway in late 2011.
This aims to meet the challenging targets for
reductions in road traffic collision fatalities
and casualties set in both Scotland’s Road
Safety Framework and the Dumfries and
Galloway Single Outcome Agreement.
While our own attendance figures, as
illustrated below, are useful to us in
determining the resource required to provide
cover for road traffic collisions, the figures
collated by Police colleagues on the overall
numbers of collisions, fatalities and casualties
provide a much more accurate picture of the
progress being made in tackling the number
and severity of road traffic collisions. Our
figures, as illustrated in Figure 5 below, show
that we are attending fewer road traffic
collisions and encountering fewer casualties
than we did five years ago. The number of
fatalities, meanwhile, remains stubbornly
level year on year, with 10 fatalities recorded
by Police last year relating to road traffic
collisions, 6 of which we attended. However,
four of these fatalities were due to health
problems rather than to driver error or road
network issues and so could not be influenced
by Road Safety initiatives. Reducing fatalities
remains the most significant challenge we
face in road safety.

Flooding
This year saw the significant addition of a
Flood Pod to our range of resources (page
39). Last year the Service contributed to the
Scottish Government’s ‘Ready for Winter’
campaign with the production of a Flooding
Information Booklet. This was produced in
partnership with the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency and the Council and covers
what householders should do before, during
and after a flood occurs. This platform was
also used to advertise the Council’s flood
subsidy scheme. Anyone who has suffered
from flooding or is judged to be at risk of
it may have a free flood survey and take
advantage of grant funding and discounted
flood mitigation products.

Figure 5: Road Traffic Collisions Attended and Road Traffic Collision Casualties
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Service Delivery:
Emergency Response

Service Improvement Plan 2011/12

Performance Indicators
3 of the 6 Indicators met or exceeded their
targets, 2 were within 10% of achieving
their targets, and 1 did not meet its target. 3
showed an improvement on last year, and the
same 3 show an improvement over five years.
1 indicator is brand new, so there is no history
to provide us with a comparison for this.

Strategic Priority:

Service Delivery : Emergency Response

•

utilise and deploy resources effectively
and efficiently

The steady and sustained reductions in the
number of Emergency Calls Received and
Incidents Attended are encouraging signs that
our preventative work through Community
Safety is having a long term effect. Crew
turnout rates are particularly impressive
at 99.76%, given that the majority of our
Firefighters are on the Retained Duty System.
This is a clear measure of the dedication and
commitment of our staff.

The Service is required to prepare for and
respond to a range of incidents by the Fire
(Scotland) Act 2005, the Fire (Additional
Function) (Scotland) Order 2005 and the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004.
In addition to fire and road traffic collisions,
Service responsibilities now extend to cover:
•

Chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear spillages (CBRN)

•

Search and rescue in collapsed buildings
(USAR)

•

Serious flooding

•

Major non-traffic transport incidents

•

Other incidents as deemed appropriate.

False Fire Alarm Calls, Response Times and
Calls Answered Within 2 Minutes did not
meet their targets. False Alarm Calls are
discussed in detail on page 22. Response
Time results have highlighted that issues of
delays due to road infrastructure and rurality
should be taken into account when setting
attendance targets in future. However, the
use of these initial targets has enabled the
Service to improve target setting for our
Performance Indicators. A full review of the
Emergency Response Standards is planned for
2012/13.

The Service aims to utilise and deploy
resources effectively and efficiently,
ensuring best value and maximising safety
for the people of Dumfries and Galloway.
The importance of this was demonstrated
in 2011/12 with the introduction of our
Emergency Response Standards.

Calls Handled within Two Minutes did not
quite meet their target. However, other
sub-indicators used by the Service – the
percentage of Calls Answered in 6 Seconds,
the percentage of Calls Handled within One
Minute - are meeting their targets. Our Call
Challenge policy, which uses key questions to
determine whether a call is genuine or not,
can mean a call extends to more than two
minutes but saves the Service considerable
resources in avoiding turn outs to False Fire
Alarm Calls.

Actions Achieved
All 4 actions under the Service Improvement
Plan 2011/12 were completed successfully.
The development of Emergency Response
Standards in particular was a major piece
of work. This has already had a direct effect
on our understanding of our capability and
resilience levels.
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Action

Status

Detail

Review the outcome of the Retained Duty
System Availability Pilot

The Service piloted the use of our information system
to enhance the availability system and improve work/
life balance for our Retained personnel. The pilot
was successful and is now being rolled out to all 16
Retained Stations and our 1 Volunteer Station.

Develop local Response Standards

Emergency Response Standards were agreed and
published in mid-2011. The Standards take account
of the different emergency incidents the Service
responds to, the risk to life, and the potential risk
to the commercial, economic and environmental
elements of our region.

Introduce an action plan to improve
Incident Command and Incident Risk
Management

All personnel who undertake the role of Incident
Commander will now have undergone extensive
training and assessment prior to taking charge of an
incident.

Re-evaluate response arrangements to
Road Traffic Collisions

A pilot in the West of the region mobilised two Fire
and Rescue Tenders to all Road Traffic Collisions. This
was rolled out across the region, providing additional
personnel and enhanced equipment to the scene of
every Road Traffic Collision we attend.

Performance Indicator Results 2011/12
Indicator

Status

Result

Target

Emergency Calls Received

1,653

1,913

Incidents Attended

1,382

1,609

671

641

Response Standards met

73.86%

80%

Calls Handled within Two Minutes

84.44%

85%

Crew Turnout Rate

99.76%

95%

False Automatic Fire Alarms

Last Year

5 Years

New

New

Performance Key
Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years
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Service Delivery : Emergency Response

The Service Delivery: Emergency Response
Function governs how quickly and effectively
we respond to incidents - our core frontline
business.

Contents
percentage has been in the low 40’s. 37% of
incidents attended were False Automatic Fire
Alarm Calls. Of the ‘Special Services’ incidents,
82% are Road Traffic Collisions.

A review of the Service’s Emergency Response
in early 2011 led to the production of the
region’s first set of Emergency Response
Standards. These set targets for how quickly
and effectively emergency calls are handled,
how long it then takes for a fire crew to
turnout, and how long it takes for crews to
reach the scene of an incident. Results so
far have provided valuable insights into our
procedures and into the challenges posed
by the rural nature of our region. These
Standards will be reviewed on an annual
basis.

Incidents of Special Interest
Severe gales struck over the winter break,
causing substantial damage to part of the
roof of the Aston Hotel on Bankend Road in
Dumfries. Fortunately there were no guests
on the affected upper floor at the time and
no-one was hurt. Firefighters attended to
assist in making the area safe and salvaging
the remains of the roof, before handing the
incident over to Building Control Services.

Incidents Attended

Wildfire incidents in both April 2011 and
March 2012 were caused by dry weather and
strong winds. These are perfect conditions
for wildfire to develop and spread from the
smallest of flames. A helicopter, supplied
by the Military Liaison Office and Scottish
Government, was used in one incident to
evacuate hillwalkers, and in the extensive
fire at Criffel this year to assist Firefighters in
reaching fire that was well beyond the road
system. Landowners were reminded of the
Muirburn Code, as the incidents in March
appear to have resulted from muirburning
running out of control. Residents and visitors
were reminded of safety considerations such
as extinguishing cigarettes and controlling
small fires.

There were 671 False Fire Alarm Calls across
the region last year against a target of 641.
This is largely due to an increase in False
Automatic Fire Alarm Calls as shown in Figure
6 below, particularly in the Annandale and
Eskdale District, which recorded 140 False
Automatic Fire Alarms against a target of
96. Local Community Safety Officers acted
quickly to stem the calls with businesses and
partners. With our overall figures showing
a welcome decrease in the number of fire,
road traffic and other incidents across the
board, this means that False Fire Alarm Calls
(which include hoax calls, False Alarms of
Good Intent and False Automatic Fire Alarm
Calls) now make up nearly half - 49% - of
the incidents we attend. In the past this

Special
Services - 14%

False AlarmsApparatus - 37%

Dwellings - 8%
False Alarm
Malicious - 2%

Other Buildings - 4%

False Alarm Good
Intent - 10%
Chimneys - 5%

Vehicles, Equipment &
Misc. Property - 7%
Refuse, Grass, Derelict Buildings,
Vehicles and Misc - 13%

A cross-section of Operational staff were
confidentially asked 11 questions relating
to Operational Assurance procedures. This
survey was positively received by staff, and
most procedures being scored as good or
very good. A series of recommendations
arose from identified areas for improvement.
These will be developed into an action plan
to be implemented and monitored by the
Operational Assurance Team.

Water Rescue skills were needed throughout
the year. The new Flood Pod (page 39) in
particular provided crucial assistance at
Whitesands during the winter floods. A
tragic loss of life occurred in a car trapped
underwater when it left the road last June,
despite the best efforts of Firefighters who
freed the casualty using specialist water
rescue suits and hydraulic rescue equipment.
There were three dramatic rescues late in the
year. Three people were rescued from a car
which was rapidly submerging, two people
were rescued from a car stuck in floodwater
near Kirkton, and a family who had been
stranded on the wrong side of a swollen burn
for two days were brought to safety using
inflatable boats by the Water Rescue Team
from Annan.

Major Emergency Resilience
The preparedness of our resources for
major emergencies is a key focus, given
the wide range of situations we may be
required to respond to both locally and
nationally. Exercises with partner agencies
are undertaken to test our resilience through
the Major Emergency Scheme. This year these
included:

Operational Assurance
As part of ongoing work to ensure
Operational standards are being met, the
Operational Assurance Team – a strategic
group of individuals from across the Service
– carry out annual Station Audits in line with
a stringent Station Performance Reporting
Policy. These aim to track standards and
allow for production of half yearly reports
on progress relating to Asset Management,
Station Routines, Learning and Development,
Health and Safety and Personnel and Financial
Management for each Station and for Fire
Control. Station Performance Reports showing
comparative results since records began in
2010/11 show a marked improvement across
all areas.
There are two thematic reviews each year as
part of this process, one of which is always
a Health and Safety Audit. This year, a Staff
Opinion Survey formed the second review.

Figure 6: Incidents attended by type
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•

Road Traffic Collision scenarios at
Stranraer and Annan. Stranraer hosted
a simulated 2 vehicle high speed impact
scene, while in Annan the disused
Magnox site was used to play out the
results of a 5 vehicle crash

•

A Mass Decontamination initiative
ensured that partner agencies understand
each other’s roles, capabilities and
equipment when dealing with such
incidents. Fire Crews were joined by
colleagues from the Police, NHS and
Scottish Ambulance Service.

•

The ‘Last Boat’ initiative was a Fire and
Rescue Service led multi-agency exercise
held at the Stena Terminal at Stranraer.
The Incident Command Unit was used to
co-ordinate the response to a simulated
fire on MV Caledonia. Over 50 people took
part, and the Stranraer Lifeboat assisted.

Service Delivery : Emergency Response

Service Delivery : Emergency Response

Emergency Response Standards

Risk Management

Performance Indicators

Risk Management is an increasingly important
business driver and is recognised as a key
component in good corporate governance. To
be effective it needs to be intrinsically linked
to performance management and business
planning throughout the Organisation.

3 of the 4 Performance Indicators met or
exceeded their targets. The same 3 show
improved results on last year and over a five
year period. While these results are very
encouraging, we remain vigilant as underreporting of incidents would be as serious an
issue as an increase in incident occurrence.

Strategic Priority:
•

Reports of violence against employees remain
at 4, the same level as last year. However,
this result does not necessarily suggest that
there are sustained levels of hostility towards
our staff. Reporting systems were revisited
this year to ensure that incidents of violence
were logged, and this increase in sensitivity
ensured that robust reporting was in place to
produce an accurate figure. Under-reporting
in previous years is a possibility and should
be considered when viewing these figures.
Historically, incidents of violence against
employees happen on or around Bonfire
Night. This year there was one incident
around Bonfire Night in which a stone
damaged a fire appliance windscreen. The
other three incidents were spread throughout
the year and related to verbal abuse or
obstructive behaviour at incidents.

proactively manage risks in compliance
with the principles of good corporate
governance and in support of local and
national resilience

Activities for this Function are shaped by:
•

Local Government (Scotland) Act 2003

•

Fire (Scotland) Act 2005

•

Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland
(2009)

•

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

•

Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999

Actions Achieved
2 of the 3 actions identified under the
Service Improvement Plan 2011/12 were
completed. The Risk Management Strategy
was incorporated into the Performance
Management Framework to provide cohesive
and robust procedures.

Service Improvement Plan 2011/12
Action

Status

Detail

Develop and introduce a Risk
Management Strategy

The content of the Risk Management Strategy was found to
sit more comfortably within the Performance Management
Framework, so these two actions fused.

Develop a Performance
Management Framework

The Performance Management Framework describes in detail
the processes by which the Service ensures it fulfils each
element of the Plan:Do:Review:Revise performance cycle.The
Framework was approved by the Service Management Team
in early 2012.

Optimise the use of Risk
Management Information Systems

An Operational Intelligence Group was set up to bring about
improvements. Data has been validated and can now be used
for Scotland wide planning strategies. Additional data sets
have been added and existing data has been improved to
provide better risk analysis of the region.

Performance Indicator Results 2011/12
Indicator

Status

Result

RIDDOR Reportable Accidents

3

5

Reported On-Duty Accidents
(injury)

19

34

Reported Near Misses

17

20

Reports of Violence Against
Employees

4

3

Last Year

5 Years

Performance Key
Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years

Action cancelled
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with our strong commitment to prevention
work and good partnership relations. Our
management of workforce is good as is
our commitment to training, particularly
of Retained staff. It was recognised that
improvements have been made in Risk and
Performance Management.

A Report was produced last May for the
Service Management Team on our Service’s
key strengths and areas for improvement.
The assessment found that there were
many areas of good practice. The Service’s
approach to its strategies, plans and policies
tended to be integrated with a clear
rationale, and deployed in a systematic way.
However, little evidence was found of regular
measurement of efficiency and effectiveness
following implementation. These findings
informed a workshop of Senior Managers
in preparation for the production of the
Change Management Framework 2012/13,
our key planning document for the year in
the run up to Reform. The production of the
Performance Management Framework, which
clearly defines how we will produce our
plans, deliver what is in them, measure it and
then improve on it, is an important first step
in rolling out this more evaluative approach.

Areas for improvement included providing
support to Elected Members to access more
Performance Management information,
ensuring that the Service’s new strategic
priorities are consistently integrated
within all our strategies and plans, and
making sure that these are effectively
managed. The significant turnover of
Senior and Middle Managers over the last
two years raised questions about how to
maintain management capacity and it was
recommended that Elected Members review
how this could be addressed, particularly at a
time of change leading up to Reform.

Health and Safety
Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service undertook a root and branch review
of Health and Safety compliance and
provision in 2011/12. The Service is a ‘Learning
Organisation’, which means that we monitor
our performance, learn from the results of
our actions and embed the lessons learned
across all our processes.

Audit of Best Value
An audit of Best Value of Dumfries and
Galloway Fire and Rescue Service was carried
out in July 2011. During 2011, audits were
carried out on all 8 Scottish Fire and Rescue
Services. These focussed on three areas of
Governance – Management, Use of Resources
and Service Performance. A report showing
results for all Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
has now been issued.

Figure 8: Personal Injury at Operational
Incidents

Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined
and the governance process explained to
provide clearer lines of accountability and
clarity for staff. These measures ensure that
we build a Health and Safety culture which
involves and protects our staff and the public
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The Health and Safety Policy is supported
by a Health and Safety Action Plan and
underpinned by a suite of Performance
Indicators. The first annual Health and Safety
Report arising from this process was made
available to stakeholders in the summer of
2012.
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2010/11

2011/12

Target

There has been a marked improvement across
the majority of Performance Indicators for the
year, but particularly good results were noted
for reductions in the number of personal
injuries incurred on Service premises (Figure
7), or at Operational Incidents (Figure 8),
suggesting we are embedding a safety culture
in the Organisation.

Health and Safety Audit
An annual Health and Safety Audit is held at
the end of each financial year as part of our
business calendar. These audits revisit a set
of key criteria across the key areas of Safe
People, Safe Operations, Safe Equipment,
Safe Workplaces and Safety Information.
As part of this year’s audit, interviews were
conducted with Watch Managers across the
Service on their understanding of policy and
procedures. The audit found satisfactory or
best practice results across most criteria, with
some development needs, many of which
centre on staff becoming increasingly familiar
with the new policy.

Figure 7: Personal Injury on Service
Premises
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Key Incidents

5

There were two major local incidents of
note this year. A Fire and Flood Tender left
the road, demolishing a wall and bridge
parapet before overturning and coming
to rest. A member of staff lost control of
an ancillary vehicle on a stretch of road
affected by freezing rain which rolled into a
field. In both cases, staff escaped with only
minor injuries. The Fire and Flood Tender
was back in operation in May 2012, but the
ancillary vehicle was damaged beyond repair.
As a result of these two incidents, a Driver
Awareness presentation was delivered to all
personnel and our policy on Management and
Occupational Road Risk has been reviewed.

0
2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Target

As a result of this review, the Service’s
Health and Safety Policy was rewritten
and significantly reduced in size to provide
greater clarity whilst still meeting legislative
requirements and taking emergent case
law into account. The results of four key
Fatal Accident Inquiries from across the UK
contributed in part to the new document.

The final Report was released in early 2012.
On the whole the outcome of the Audit is
positive. It highlights our effective emergency
response and financial management together

2009/10
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Risk Management

Risk Management

The Service undertook a Corporate
PSIF Assessment in spring of 2011.
The Public Service Improvement
Framework (PSIF) is an innovative
and bespoke quality model which
integrates with other key standards
such as the EFQM Excellence Model,
Charter Mark, Investors in People
and Customer Service Excellence
Standards. PSIF provides a holistic approach
to delivering efficiency and effectiveness
reflecting Best Value principles and fits with
the culture of public sector organisations.

Leadership

Self-Assessment

Key Performance
Results

Public Service Improvement Framework

Service Processes

Performance Management
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Workforce Management

Actions Achieved

Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service recognises that its workforce is its
most valuable asset. We aim to give our
employees a positive environment in which
they can reach their full potential, and so
ensure that we have the right people, with
the right skills, at the right time. This is
particularly important given the issues of
morale, motivation and flexibility required at
this time of transition to a single Scottish Fire
and Rescue Service.

4 out of the 5 actions identified for this
Function in the Service Improvement Plan
2011/12 were completed successfully. Given
the impact of Reform on the Service, it was
decided that production of an Organisational
Development Strategy would be deferred, so
this now forms an action under our Change
Management Framework 2012/13.

Performance Indicators
5 of the 6 Performance Indicators for this
Function met or exceeded their targets.
Sickness absence rates for Wholetime staff did
not meet targets set – full details of this result
are given on page 30. The number of Shifts
Lost to Sickness per Wholetime (42 hour duty
system) Firefighter stand at 7.75 for the year
against a target of 6.56. All indicators but this
one improved on last year’s results, and all
6 indicators show an improvement over five
years.

Strategic Priority:
• develop and maintain a safe,
competent, progressive and diverse
workforce
The Workforce Management Strategy is
shaped, in part, by:
•

Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland
(2009)

•

Part-time Workers Regulations 2000

•

Employment Act 2002

•

Equality Act 2010

The percentage of Operational staff who are
Women, of Staff who Declare a Disability
and of staff who are Black or Minority Ethnic
increased slightly. Apart from the increase
in Operational Staff who are Women, the
increase in percentage since last year (see
Appendix 1) is due to a decrease in the number
of staff we employ, not an increase in the
number of disabled or BME people we employ.
With Reform on the horizon, recruitment
activity for Support staff posts is likely to
be kept to a minimum and recruitment to
Operational posts will maintain establishment
levels, so it is unlikely that these figures will
alter in the coming year.

There are three key functions which make up
the Workforce Strategy which underpins our
workforce management systems, each with an
associated action plan. These are:
•

Human Resources

•

Learning and Development

•

Equality and Diversity
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Status

Detail

Secure funding for Carbonaceous Fire Behaviour
Training

The original top-slice funding bid to Scottish
Government was unsuccessful. However, funds were
subsequently released from the Service’s reserves to
cover costs given the crucial nature of this project
which will now be completed by November 2013.

Develop and introduce an Organisational
Development Strategy

This action was deferred to 2012/13. It is now
listed as an action under our Change Management
Framework 2012/13.

Review and Introduce an updated Firefighter
Development Programme

The upgraded Firefighter Development Programme
is based on SVQ and National Occupational
Standards. The development portfolios produced
through the guidance of Assessors have been
heralded as best practice across Scotland and
External Verifiers are very pleased with quality and
content.

Re-launch the Personal Development Recording
System

The system has been well received by both Retained
and Wholetime staff as it makes recording training
and operational activity easier. Some challenges
remain in ensuring the system is kept up to date.
This is being addressed.

Support the Strategic Manager Assessment and
Development Centre

This action was completed. No new Strategic
Manager Assessment and Development Centres are
planned until after the introduction of the single
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service.

Performance Indicator Results 2011/12
Indicator

Status

Result

Target

Wholetime Shifts Lost to Sickness

7.75

6.56

Wholetime Shifts Lost due to Light Duties

2.12

4.44

Days Lost to Sickness for Other Staff

2.62

8.5

Percentage of Uniformed Staff: Women

10.97

10.75

Percentage of Staff: Black/Minority Ethnic

0.29

0.28

Percentage of Staff: Declared a Disability

0.57

0.5

Last Year

5 Years

Performance Key
Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years

Action cancelled
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Contents
The results show that the Service has made
progress in addressing sickness absence from
its challenging high point in 2009/10. Our
Absence Management Policy was revised
in late 2009/10 and training rolled out to
Managers across the Service, with very
encouraging results.

Reform
The implications of Reform in terms of
Human Resources Management are extensive.
Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
contributes to the national Workforce
Programme, which will ease the transition
to a single Scottish Fire and Rescue Service.
Protocols are produced and agreed by this
group which will ensure that staff terms
and conditions are harmonised, that policies
can be successfully reviewed and that staff
motivation is maintained throughout reform
using good communication strategies.

An examination of the reasons for the
increase this year reveals that it is due to 4
periods of long term sick leave. Each period
of leave was appropriately managed and
verified through the necessary medical
authorisation process. There is no evidence
of these absences being caused by any
aspect of the workplace or other factors
which the Service can influence. The Absence
Management Policy continues to be applied
rigorously and an improvement is expected
for the coming year.

Workforce Management

Managing Absence
While our result for Shifts Lost Due to Sickness
per member of staff did not meet our target,
our results for Shifts Lost Due to Light Duties
(which means we get the person back to work
in some capacity) and for absence levels for
Support and Control staff are much improved.
Nationally, we can then benchmark these to
give a broader picture of our performance as
shown below in Figures 9 and 10:

Staff Achievements
Recognition of the achievements of our staff
is an essential element in our workforce
management package. The annual Staff
Awards Ceremony was held in September.
Lord Lieutenant Mrs Jean Tulloch, Principal
Tony Jakimciw of Dumfries and Galloway
College and Ian Blake, then Convenor of
the Fire Authority, presented a range of
awards to staff from all sectors of the Service.
Amongst awards received were Long Service
Medals, Station Performance Awards, SVQs
and other academic awards at various levels.
The Service’s Extrication Team took part in
the Scottish Extrication and Trauma Challenge
at Fort William in 2011. The Extrication Team
took sixth place out of 18 entries, while the
Trauma Team achieved an impressive third
place out of twelve.

Figure 9: Shifts lost due to sickness and
light duties
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Equality and Diversity

A Refresher Diversity Training package was
rolled out in late 2011 to all staff. This new
package outlined changes in legislation which
they should be aware of. It outlined in detail
how to deal with and report harassment,
and how to provide the best, and most
appropriate, service for disabled people.

The Service renewed its Single Equality
Scheme in late 2011 to meet the needs of
new legislation expected in mid-2012. The
supporting Action Plan was updated to
take account of the change to the Specific
Duties, which specify how we must meet our
overarching legislative duties to eliminate
discrimination, promote equal opportunities
and promote good relations.

Amongst our activities involving local
community groups this year, the Service
achieved the LGBT Charter Mark Award,
which recognises our efforts to gain the
trust of people from across the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender Community and
make sure our policies and service provision
do not intimidate or disadvantage them.

Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service took the lead role in producing and
distributing a partnership Community Survey
in late 2011, to gather the perceptions of
local people across all the diversity ‘strands’
about how well we cater for their particular
needs. Over 650 responses were received and
the results are currently being analysed in fine
detail. Findings will inform the plans of the
local public agencies over the next four years.
The survey is now being considered nationally
for use by a wide range of public agencies.

We also attended the highly successful
DGVoice Conference in June, which reached
out to young disabled people across the
region. The high attendance rate gave us the
chance to pass fire safety information on to
some of the most vulnerable members of our
community.

Figure 10: Sickness absence for other staff
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Human Resources

Learning and Development

‘Fire Studio’ which has substantially reduced
our system costs and made the delivery of
Incident Command training more realistic.
This year, the Incident Command packages
were reviewed. These will be delivered to all
Operational staff in accordance with health
and safety recommendations.

Training to develop and maintain skills
must be tightly managed to ensure that
our Firefighters provide the best service to
the people of our community. Our Training
Delivery Strategy sets out how we train all
staff, both uniformed and non-uniformed, in
order to achieve the primary aim of improving
our Service. It embraces the principles of the
Integrated Personal Development System
(IPDS) and lifelong learning.

Flood Response Training
With an estimated 4000 homes across
Dumfries and Galloway potentially at risk
from flooding, enhanced training in water
rescue is becoming crucial for our Service.
All Operational staff are provided with
basic awareness training and equipment for
working near water. For a more specialist
response, a Flood Mitigation Unit and two
Flood Response Teams – at Annan and
Newton Stewart – are in place.

Incident Command
As the number of emergency incidents
reduces, it is important that staff can develop,
maintain and, where appropriate, improve
incident performance and safety standards.
To address this need, Incident Command
training has become part of the fabric of our
Learning and Development Strategy. The
training aims to ensure that all those who
may find themselves in charge of an incident
have the skills and competence to deal with it
effectively and safely. A Command Certificate
is awarded through this training, which is
refreshed every three years.

Retained Recruits Basic Training

Large Animal Rescue

This year, the Service held its first locally based
Retained Firefighter Recruits Course. Instead
of being sent to the Scottish Fire and Rescue
College at Gullane, six Retained (ie On Call)
Trainees were instructed at Annan Station in
essential skills such as hose running, pump
operation and pitching and climbing ladders.
They then returned to their respective
Stations to continue their training on a
weekly basis. This local option for training
was very successful and gives the new recruits
a solid sense of service to Dumfries and
Galloway as a region.

An effective large animal rescue capability
is an essential element of our Service given
the importance of agricultural business to
the region. This year, the Service rolled out
specialist training in large animal rescue to all
staff, complimented by specialist equipment
to ensure the safety of Firefighters,
bystanders and the animals involved. This
input will ensure that we lead the Scottish
field in providing this specialist service.

During October, training covering both theory
and practice was delivered to 110 staff from
9 key Stations across the region on the River
Cree and the River Nith by the Service’s Water
Response Capability Team Instructors. This
training ensured that our levels of awareness
and capability remain high. Even in a year
with low flooding incidence, there were
several key rescues which relied on these
skills, as described on page 23.

Initially, the Service used the ‘Vector’ Incident
Command simulator to give trainees the
opportunity to exercise their skills. The
Service has now moved to a simulator called
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The picture above illustrates how dangerous
and challenging large animal rescue can be
without specialised training and equipment.
It is one of the most dangerous activities
a Firefighter will be engaged in due to
the unpredictability of the situation and
the animal. Our new systems of work are
designed to protect Firefighters and members
of the public, and to ensure the best outcome
for the animal involved.
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These require that we make efficient use of
resources within the context of Best Value,
and secure continuous improvement whilst
balancing quality and cost considerations.

Resource Management

With efficiency and Best Value at the
forefront of current planning, resources must
be well managed to ensure we achieve the
same level of safety and service while getting
the best possible performance from our
assets.

The Resource Management Function
encompasses three areas:
•

Budget and Finance

Strategic Priorities:

•

ICT

•

•

Asset Management

provide sound financial management
and procure and maintain assets that
are fit for purpose and provide value
for money

•

minimise the effects of climate change
on people and property

•

provide resources to support the
reform of Scotland’s Fire and Rescue
Services

Actions Achieved
All 6 actions identified for this Function under
the Service Improvement Plan 2011/12 were
completed successfully. However, the income
generated by our Commercial Training did
not reach the level we had hoped, so this is
now under review for the coming year.

Service Improvement Plan 2011/12
Action

Status

Assess Income Generation Opportunities

The Service launched a Commercial Training
project to help offset reductions in revenue
budgets. Marketing has proved difficult in the
current economic climate, which has caused
many potential customers to cut back on training
purchased.

Implement the Carbon Management
Plan

The plan was put in place to ensure we meet our
ambitious target of a 20% reduction in carbon
emmissions by 2016. A range of projects have
ensured an impressive result over this second year
of the plan.

Develop a Procurement Strategy

The Procurement Strategy was refreshed
following a national review, and included an
improvement plan. Several key issues are now
under consideration at a national level as part of
the Reform process towards a single Scottish Fire
and Rescue Service.

Upgrade ICT Infrastructure

The successful completion of the upgrade provided
performance improvements and enhanced the
resilience of our infrastructure.

Implement Cabinet Office Airwave
Annex C Code of Connection Actions

This project built on previous work confirming the
security and resilience of the local implementation
of the nationally connected Airwave network.

Wireless Local Area Network
Implementation

The Wireless Local Area Network provides
instant updates on safety issues from a central
management system straight to Fire Appliances.
This also provides enhanced access to the Service
network for Officers across the region.

Performance Indicators
Principal financial duties for the Fire and
Rescue Authority are set out in:
•

Local Government (Scotland) Act 2003

•

Fire (Scotland) Act 2005

•

Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland
(2009)

All 4 indicators met or exceeded their targets,
improved on last year’s results and show
an improvement over five years. The result
for the reduction in carbon emissions is
particularly impressive, far outstripping the
challenging targets set at the launch of the
Carbon Management Plan.

Detail

Performance Indicator Results 2011/12
Indicator

Status

Result

Target

89.47%

87.6%

Procurement Capability Assessment

1.41

1.3

Appliances Unavailable for Use (days)

4.08

9.2

CO2 emissions (tonnes)

403

548

Building Asset Assessment Level

Last Year

5 Years

Performance Key
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Achieved target/action

Better than last year

Improving over 5 years

Within 10% of target

Same as last year/new

Level over five years/new

Did not achieve target/
action

Worse than last year

Getting worse over 5 years
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Figure 11: Revenue Outturn 2011/12

With significant change on the horizon and
financial efficiencies making their presence
felt, sound financial management and
accountability will prove to be an even
more valuable asset as we navigate
the way ahead.

Capital Costs - 11%
Support Costs - 3%
Administrative - 3%
Transport - 4%

Resource Management

Financial Efficiency
Statement

Supplies & Services - 4%

Under the Scottish Government’s
Efficient Government
Operational - 64%
Programme all public sector
bodies were required to make
cumulative cashable efficiency
savings of 2% each year from 2008/09
to 2010/11. This was extended to
require a further 3% over the three year
period 2011/12 to 2013/14. The initial target
savings were exceeded, with £617k of savings
reported against a target of £519k. Over
the past year, the Service has recorded
savings of £454k, equivalent to a 5%
reduction.

Property Costs - 4%

Non Operational - 7%
Staff Pensions - 1%

The challenging financial climate
Secondment
continued to shape much of the
Income -58%
Service’s budgetary activity in
2011/12. Our final revenue outturn
was £9,219,701 which broke even
exactly against budget for the year.
A full breakdown of the Expenditure
and Income relating to our Revenue
Outturn is included as Appendix 2 to this
report (page 42).
Key underspends were due to delays in filling
vacancies left by recently retired Officers
and in non domestic water and sewerage
charges. Three ill health retirements
contributed to the overspend on Pensions,
the Communications and Radio Maintenance
charges due to DGFirst account for the
Supplies and Services overspend and the
Car Leasing Scheme and fleet repairs and
maintenance account for the overspend in
Transport Costs. £70k was recovered due to
the secondment of two Officers to the Fire
Services College and of another Officer to the
Fire and Rescue Advisory Unit.

Government Grants - 12%
Vehicle Leasing
Recoveries - 7%

Non Statutory Fee
& Charges - 21%

One of our key additional considerations this
year has been compensation payments which
are due for Retained Duty System staff. A
Tribunal in England found that Retained (On
Call) Firefighters were engaged in broadly
similar work to Wholetime (42 hour duty
system) Firefighters and that they had been
treated less favourably in respect of areas
such as terms and conditions and access to the
(then) Firefighters Pension Scheme.
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The ICT Department worked on consolidating
and establishing the new ICT and network
infrastructure ensuring that performance,
security and resilience objectives were met
and provision made to continue to meet
them for the future. Additionally, this new
infrastructure resulted in further progress
being made on systems to realise further
benefits to the Service. These included
completion of the Incident Command Unit
satellite communications systems integration
into the Service network allowing remote
access to key systems and data.
Computer and printer stock was refreshed
in line with the ICT Roadmap structure.
A wireless Local Area Network was
implemented across the Service allowing
critical Firefighter risk information to be
disseminated to frontline systems immediately
and as necessary. Finally, progress was made
with the Fire Service Integrated Resource
Management System in developing Retained
Availability and Payments Systems.

Capital Expenditure

Other income - 2%

Revenue Outturn

ICT

Following this decision, one of the
agreements between Fire and Rescue
Services and the relevant Trade Unions is the
payment of a lump sum as compensation
to all Retained Duty System (RDS) staff for
the period 1 July 2000 to 30 June 2010 for a
range of Conditions of Service which were
previously denied. Initially, this payment was
thought to be circa £160k for Dumfries and
Galloway, but new information suggests
the payments must be grossed up for the
purposes of PAYE and National Insurance,
leading to an overall cost circa £225k.
Through prudent financial management,
Reserves have been earmarked to meet this
obligation.

Capital expenditure is shown in Figure 12
below as actual spend. All items listed came in
comfortably within their budgets, with a total
overall underspend against budget of £141k.
This capital is reallocated to projects which
were not completed within the financial
year 2011/12. The bulk of the spend on the
property portfolio upgrade contributed to the
Organisational Development Centre. Details
of this project is given on page 38.

Figure 12: Capital Expenditure Outturn (£1000s)
Information and Communication
Technology Development - £140

Thornhill Fire Station - £195

Operational Equipment
Programme - £179

Property Portfolio
Upgrade - £431

Fleet Replacement
Programme - £91
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Organisational Development Centre

The Service uses the Audit Scotland Asset
Management model to manage its processes,
working through both the Asset Management
and Climate Change Strategies. These three
year strategies provide clear guidance on
the management of the Service’s assets and
capital objectives.

A dedicated local training unit, to provide a
core training facility which will meet our local
training delivery needs, is a key requirement for
our Service. In addition, with our own training
packages for Breathing Apparatus, Water
Rescue, Urban Search and Rescue and Large
Animal Rescue recognised as being ahead of
the field, building a training facility to house
our courses more conveniently came to be a
priority for the Service. Through funds provided
by the Service’s own capital allocation and by
Scottish Government, the new Organisational
Development Centre will meet these needs.
Construction began on this building beside
the Service’s Realistic Fire Training facility near
Cargenbridge in 2011. The Centre is due to be
opened in October of 2012.

Thornhill Station
In 2010 all Fire and Rescue Stations were
surveyed for capability and suitability to
Service needs. Thornhill Station building
showed a number of significant areas for
concern. Funds were secured through ‘topslice’ funding – the percentage reserved from
annual budgets for special projects – from
Scottish Government, supported by the Fire
Convenors Forum, to upgrade the building,
and the Council’s DGFirst Service won the
contract to complete the works. The upgrade
started in January 2012 and was completed
in May. New facilities include welfare
facilities for disabled visitors, photovoltaic
cells with electrical feed-in tariff advantages,
heating controls and insulation of the roof
and building walls. The Station is a good
example of how good design can reduce
carbon emissions, provide accessible facilities
for the community and enhance workplace
conditions for staff.

Bariatric Equipment
The Service assists with a growing number of
Bariatric Incidents – in other words, we help
to move or assist someone who is over 20
stone in weight. To make sure we safeguard
the dignity, safety and health of individuals,
Bariatric Rescue Kit was supplied to Fire
Stations across the region. For example,
rescue slings are used to remove people from
restricted spaces, so they can be transferred
to a rescue sheet for evacuation. Two rows
of carrying handles assist with lifting, and
a spinal support board can be inserted if
required. Personnel have now been trained in
how to use this new equipment.
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Community Safety Vehicle

as February 2012. The resulting reduction in
vehicle movements, Station refurbishment
and the purchase of eco-diesel vehicles have
all contributed to this year’s impressive result
– we are 26% below the level of carbon
emissions initially estimated for this year so
that we already meet the 2016 target.

The Community Safety Vehicle is an important
asset in getting our fire safety message
out to as wide an audience as possible. The
vehicle was refurbished and rebranded
to give it a striking new presence, with
financial assistance from the Electrical Safety
Council. It was relaunched last May with a
Rural Information Roadshow across Kirkton,
Terregles and Lochfoot. The Police, DGVoice,
AgeScotland and the Financial Inclusion and
Benefits Team joined Fire and Rescue staff in
providing information through the Roadshow.

Flood Pod Launch
The Service joined with Dumfries and
Galloway Council, the Scottish Flood Forum
and the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA) to launch a new Flood Pod in
late November, which was quickly put to use
within days when heavy rainfall caused severe
flooding on the Whitesands in Dumfries. The
Pod was used to distribute flood resilience
products to affected householders and
businesses. It consists of a container equipped
with sandbags, expandable floodgates and
new shallow water pumping equipment to
help with severe incidents.

Carbon Management Graduation
The Service’s achievements in cutting
carbon emissions were recognised last year
through our graduation from the Carbon
Management Trust’s Carbon Management
Programme. The Service’s Climate Change
Strategy drives a number of ambitious
projects through the Carbon Management
Plan which aims to reduce our carbon
emissions by 20% by 2016. After a good first
year with a 44% reduction in fuel use through
the introduction of the ‘Call Challenge’
and ‘Automatic False Fire Alarm Reduction’
policies, the Service turned its attention
to energy consumption for premises.
Solar Voltaic panels have been installed at
Thornhill Station and the new Organisational
Development Centre in Dumfries. Other
projects include thermal insulation, heating
controls and energy efficient lighting. The full
impact of these changes will be evidenced in
2013, as some projects were completed as late
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Appendix 1

Compliments and Complaints

Consultation

We value our strong bonds with our
community and take pride in providing the
very best service to the people of Dumfries
and Galloway. The 113 letters of thanks
and appreciation received by the Service in
2011/12 are an encouraging sign that we
maintain a good relationship with the people
we serve.

Our annual Service Improvement Plan
(replaced this year by a Change Management
Framework to allow us the flexibility to meet
the demands of the Reform process) covers
what we are going to do in the year ahead
and sets the direction for all we do. This
Framework is widely consulted on over a 90
day period prior to publication. The Change
Management Framework was put through
this process in early 2012. The Framework
is also impact assessed to ensure that we
eliminate discrimination and promote equal
opportunities and good relations for people
across our community.

Any opinions or views from the public are
important in enabling us to improve service
delivery. Three letters of complaint were
received during the year. All three were
acknowledged within 5 working days.
Following investigation, all complaints were
responded to within 20 working days.

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Accidental Fires

270

226

251

204

203

Deliberate Fires

65

76

55

65

63

Small Fires

370

248

238

260

183

Chimney Fires

145

154

132

135

73

Road Traffic Collisions/Other Incidents

231

237

252

210

189

Fire Fatalities

3

2

3

0

1

Fire Casualties

30

37

22

15

22

RTC/Other Fatalities

12

6

10

8

9

RTC/Other Casualties

232

222

190

134

139

Emergency Calls Received

2111

1906

1925

1820

1653

Incidents Attended

1803

1541

1584

1536

1382

False Fire Alarms

708

613

652

651

671

-

-

-

-

73.86%

90.29%

92.06%

86.86%

84.89%

84.44%

Crew Turnout Rate

-

99.64%

99.82%

99.68%

99.76%

Wholetime: sickness rate

-

8.21

7.78

4.03

7.75

If you would like to have your say, you can
write to us at:

Wholetime: light duties rate

-

0.74

5.47

2.36

2.12

Other staff: sickness rate

-

9.91

10.93

5.28

2.65

Chief Fire Officer Colin Scott
Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service
Service Headquarters
Brooms Road
DUMFRIES
DG1 2DZ

Uniformed staff who are women

-

10.63%

10.11%

10.75%

10.97%

0.54%

0.54%

0.55%

0.28%

0.29%

Staff who have declared a disability

-

0.26%

0.26%

0.56%

0.57%

Building Asset Assessment Level

-

-

-

85.80%

89.47%

Procurement Capability Assessment

-

-

-

1.27

1.41

Appliances unavailable (days)

-

-

-

9.40

4.08

CO2 Emissions

-

-

584

489

403

RIDDOR Reportable Accidents

3

3

8

4

3

On-duty accidents (injury)

34

25

39

33

19

Near misses

19

24

19

15

21

Violence against employees

1

3

2

4

4

Public Performance Report 2011/12:
Have Your Say

One complaint relating to response times
was found to be reasonable given the time,
road and weather conditions encountered.
Another related to a disruption to a water
supply following routine hydrant testing.
Additional measures have been implemented
to ensure disruption of this nature is kept
to a minimum. The last complaint related to
an appliance accessing an unsuitable road,
causing damage to a tended roadside verge.
Reinstatements were made and the route
noted as unsuitable in our mapping system.

Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue
Service is here to save lives and reduce risk.
The Public Performance Report outlines
how we have progressed this aim through
our priorities, achievements and activities in
2011/12.
We would value your opinion not only on this
Report, but also on how we are performing
in your local community and how you think
we could improve our performance.

Freedom of Information
51 Freedom of Information requests were
made over the course of the year. Three of
these requests were treated as ‘business
as usual’ and in two cases the information
requested was not held by the Service. All
requests were responded to within the
required time limits.

Telephone: 01387 260988
Or by Email to : Colin.Scott@dgfrs.org
If you need this document in another format,
please contact us on 01387 260331.
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Performance Indicators: Year on year results
Results 2007 - 2012

Response Standards Met
Calls handled within two minutes

Staff who are black or minority ethnic
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Last
Year

5
Years

New

New
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Appendix 2
Revenue Outturn

Fire

2011/12
Budget
Transfers/
Virements
£

2010/11
Actual
Outturn
£

2011/12
Original
Budget
£

2011/12
Outturn
Budget
£

2011/12
Final
Outturn
£

6,189,758

6,178,100

78,356

6,256,456

6,167,043

-89,413

5,642

119,600

-208,475

-88,875

-84,368

4,507

Non Operational Staff

768,301

664,100

-24,013

640,087

648,671

8,584

Property Costs

453,935

402,378

20,974

423,352

406,955

-16,397

Supplies and Services

334,666

266,330

39,441

305,771

376,600

70,829

Transport

355,072

313,980

83

314,063

399,718

85,655

Administrative Costs

253,641

234,610

0

234,610

231,604

-3,006

Central Support Costs

190,429

190,429

-11,062

179,367

179,367

0

Capital Charges

898,273

898,273

185,887

1,084,160

1,084,160

0

9,449,717

9,267,800

81,191

9,348,991

9,409,750

60,759

Non Statutory Fees and
Charges

-31,754

-24,540

-20,000

-44,540

-40,015

4,525

Other Income

-42,394

-28,800

20,000

-8,800

-4,148

4,652

Vehicle Leasing
Recoveries

-16,248

-12,840

0

-12,840

-13,788

-948

Government Grants

-22,100

0

-22,100

-22,100

-22,100

0

Secondment Income

-221,303

-41,010

0

-41,010

-109,998

-68,988

-333,799

-107,190

-22,100

-129,290

-190,049

-60,759

9,115,918

9,160,610

59,091

9,219,701

9,219,701

0

Revenue Budget
Monitoring Report

Variance
£

Summary
Expenditure
Operational Staff

Appendix 2

Pensions

Income

Net Expenditure
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Top Ten Fire Safety Tips
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Protect yourself and your home:
1

Fit a smoke alarm and check it regularly. (We
recommend installing a ten year alarm).

2

Make a fire action plan so that everyone
in your house knows how to escape in the
event of fire.

3

Take care when cooking with hot oil
and think about using thermostatically
controlled deep fat fryers.

4

Never leave lit candles unattended.

5

Ensure cigarettes are stubbed out and
disposed of carefully.

6

Never smoke in bed.

7

Keep matches and lighters away from
children.

8

Keep clothing away from heating
appliances.

9

Take care in the kitchen! Accidents whilst
cooking account for 59% of fires in the
home.

10 Take special care when you are tired or
when you’ve been drinking. Half of all
deaths in domestic fires happen between
10pm and 8am.

DON’T GIVE

FIRE
A HOME
Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue Service 01387 252222

